RUN TIME CHART
TREATMENT SIZE & EXAMPLES

DEGREE OF ODOR

MAXBLASTER

MAXBLASTER PRO

MAXBLASTER PRO-G

vehicles, boats,
closets, small
spaces & items

LIGHT
MEDIUM
STRONG

1 hour
2 hours
3 hours

45 minutes
90 minutes
2 hours

30 minutes
1 hour
90 minutes

individual rooms,
hotel rooms, rv's,
small cabins

LIGHT
MEDIUM
STRONG

2 hours
3 hours
4 hours

90 minutes
2 hours
3 hours

1 hour
90 minutes
2 hours

250-1000 sqft

small apartments,
cabins, offices,
basements

LIGHT
MEDIUM
STRONG

3 hours
4 hours
5 hours

2 hours
3 hours
4 hours

90 minutes
2 hours
3 hours

1000-1500 sqft

apartments, homes,
office spaces,
small commercial

LIGHT
MEDIUM
STRONG

4 hours
5 hours
6 hours

3 hours
4 hours
5 hours

2 hours
3 hours
4 hours

1500-2000 sqft

whole house,
properties, offices,
commercial spaces

LIGHT
MEDIUM
STRONG

5 hours
6 hours
not recommended

4 hours
5 hours
6 hours

3 hours
4 hours
5 hours

2000-2500 sqft

whole house,
properties, offices,
commercial spaces

LIGHT
MEDIUM
STRONG

6 hours
not recommended
not recommended

5 hours
6 hours
not recommended

4 hours
5 hours
6 hours

0-50 sqft
Hose accessory
required

50-250 sqft
Hose accessory
suggested

HOW TO INTERPRET THIS GUIDE
Estimate the treatment size and degree of odor to find the recommended run time for your MaxBlaster model.
For example a 1250 sqft space with a medium degree of odor would yield a recommended run time of 4 hours
if you are using a MaxBlaster PRO edition. This guide is only an estimate and all projects are unique. Please
read the entire owners manual for complete details and special recommendations.
DEGREE OF ODOR EXAMPLES
LIGHT
MEDIUM
STRONG

Light cigarette odor, light musty scent, non-saturated odors, light human & pet odors
Moderate cigarette odor, moderate human & pet odor, cooking odors, musty scent
Mold scent, cat urine, curry odors, fire damage, flood damage, offensive & foul odors

DO NOT RUN MORE THAN 8 HOURS AT ONE TIME
Not all odors can be eliminated in less than 8 hours however it is important to stop the ozone cycle and
allow the space to be aired out back to regular oxygen after a maximum of 8 hours of run time. To avoid any
potential adverse results DO NOT leave your MaxBlaster running all day long. See 'Ozone, Rinse & Repeat'…
RINSE & REPEAT PATTERN
Similar to washing clothes in a washer and leaving the wash cycle on for many hours at one time it is
inefficient to run your MaxBlaster longer than 8 hours at one time. It is advised to follow a wash, rinse &
repeat pattern. If odors are not completely eliminated after the initial ozone cycle allow the space to return
to normal oxygen levels before continuing with further ozone cycles. Some treatments may take multiple
applications to successfully eliminate odors permanently. Better results are achieved by airing out the space
and then completing a new ozone cycle as opposed to running one extra long ozone cycle of more than 8hrs.
MULTIPLE MACHINES AND/OR SECTIONS
If the treatment area exceeds the recommendations for your MaxBlaster it is advised to divide the area into
multiple sections and treat them each individually. Or you may use multiple MaxBlasters to greatly increase
the treatment size capacity or to decrease the length of time needed to complete the ozone cycle. For example,
commercial cleaning companies often use several machines spread out evenly across a home or commercial
space to significantly reduce the length of time necessary to complete a treatment.
READ THE OWNERS GUIDE
This guide serves only as a rough estimate of the approximate run times for various area sizes and degrees
of odors. For complete instructions and recommendations please read the owners guide.

